
Reduce total cost of 
ownership with no-code, 
preconfigured services

THE PLATFORM FOR DATA-DRIVEN GROWTH

The right data, at the right 
time, in the right place 

When in-house teams are overburdened, it’s difficult to guarantee fast, effective deployments.

Our platform lets you:

Prototype in days, deliver in weeks

Continued...

What we do

We deliver rapid growth to data-driven 
services in financial markets and commodities 
by transforming the client experience and 

improving service efficiency.

• Live integration into existing client
workflow applications

• Omnichannel delivery gives direct
access to your service from chat,
Microsoft Excel, web apps or APIs

• Data transformation and enrichment
from simple data mapping to call-outs
to third-party services and AI

• Full control and insight into user activity

Deploy easier with  
zero install processes

Create more efficient, 
self-service workflows

While data has become the undisputed backbone of the 
modern enterprise, businesses have struggled to keep 
pace with client demand for more streamlined data 
services. Your business needs the tools to rapidly share 
the data your clients and counterparts need. 

With ipushpull, you can integrate data quickly into new 
and existing applications such as chatbots, APIs and 
Excel with our no-code, single configurable platform. 
Helping you to accelerate data delivery, cut costs and 
manage legacy infrastructure more easily. 

Your data Your client/counterpart

By giving your clients  and counterparts live access to your data, in their preferred delivery channels and 
client applications, you can work more effectively together.

Ready to deliver an easier way to work?



Ready to talk? To discover how we work with you to deliver the exceptional data sharing
your clients and counterparts deserve, visit us at ipushpull.com
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Customers & Use Cases
Transforming the way data-driven companies share information, working with: 

Asset Managers 
Banks

Venues & Exchanges

Brokers 
Reference Data 

Trading Data

http://ipushpull.com
http://ipushpull.com/



